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***** Print on Demand *****. Seeking his own utmost depth of comprehensive understanding, the
author sets out to prove empirically that God exists. The seed of proof is the Birth Paradox, its
florescence a faith grounded in his spirituality disposed soul: As empirically real as his conscious
self, as mathematically certain as the probability laws of genetic science, as necessary as that the
universe requires a creator for its rational possibility, as immanently intuitive as the Divine Allegory
he mirrors. The Birth Paradox is the contingency of personal conscious existence on the body. Is
there any scientific or commonsense belief as certain of itself? And yet, as a practical proposition, it
is an utterly impossible conjunction! Personal consciousness is necessary specific to its own
experience, a subtly profound tautology! How is it, then, that one s necessary being can be
dependent on a chance body? About the Author Richard L. Scott was born and raised in the small
village of Lewisville (Monroe County), Ohio, the third of twelve children. He attended Ohio State
University in Columbus, earning a B.S. in Education in 1958 and an M.A. in...
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Reviews
Very useful to all of class of individuals. This really is for all those who statte there had not been a worthy of looking at. I am just very happy to let you know
that here is the finest ebook i have got go through within my individual daily life and might be he finest ebook for actually.
-- Delor es Mitchell PhD
A brand new e book with a new perspective. I could comprehended every little thing using this written e publication. I am quickly will get a satisfaction of
reading through a written ebook.
-- Clemmie Rolfson
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